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Corporate branding and communication is big business. Companies throughout the world invest millions in strategies which aim to
reinvent their profile in subtle yet important ways. The investment must be working, but what is it being spent on, and how do these
rebranding exercises work? Including contributions from academics and practitioners, this important collection unravels the
complexities of this growing field of study. The text is split into three coherent sections, focusing in turn on identity, communication
and reputation. Case studies are used throughout the book to illustrate important issues, such as the basic principles of visual
communication, the importance of reaching both internal and external stakeholders, and the challenges faced by companies
working in multi-cultural environments. This book brings clarity and new theoretical insights to an important aspect of modern
business. It is an invaluable companion for all students, researchers and practitioners with an interest in marketing,
communications and international business.
Streamline your organization's communication with the powerful and easy-to-follow methodology presented in this book, featuring
insight from experts including Simon Sinek and Brené Brown. Better communication will mean better business practice companywide as well as increased employee engagement, happier clients and customers, and stronger profits. As the title suggests,
Influential Internal Communication proves just how influential internal communications (IC) is, and the measurable impact it has on
an organization's growth. For many organizations, IC often slips down the list of priorities when there are high pressure, high
stakes business situations to cope with. This causes a sense of chaos and confusion within the organization that will - eventually permeate to external customers and clients. Influential Internal Communication presents a clear, adaptable methodology that will
help readers understand, diagnose and fix their own communication challenges, thereby transforming the chaos into calm. Backed
up with data and statistics from industry reports on workplace culture, Influential Internal Communication is based on The Field
Model and draws on research with CEO's, some of the best insights into people, organisations and chaos. The theory is backed up
with real world case studies, showing how chaos can impact a range of organizations of varying size and industry. Written by the
2020 President of the Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR), Influential Internal Communication will streamline any
organization's IC practices, and help to drive engagement, efficiency and profit across the board.
Effective communication in business and commercial organizations is critical, as organizations have to become more competitive
and effective to sustain commercial success. This thoroughly revamped new edition distils the principles of effective
communication and applies them to organizations operating in the digital world. Techniques and processes detailed in the book
include planning and preparing written communication, effective structures in documents, diverse writing styles, managing face-toface interactions, using visual aids, delivering presentations, and organising effective meetings. In every case the authors consider
the potential of new technology to improve and support communication. With helpful pedagogical features designed to aid
international students, this new edition of a popular text will continue to aid business and management students for years to come.
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Additional content can now be found on the author's website - www.rethinkbuscomm.net
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780857022424 .
The new edition of Marketing Communications delivers a rich blend of theory with examples of contemporary marketing practice.
Providing a critical insight into how brands engage audiences, Fill and Turnbull continues to be the definitive marketing
communications text for undergraduate and postgraduate students in marketing and related fields. The eighth edition, which
contains two new chapters, reflects the changing and disruptive world of marketing communications. Throughout the text the
impact of digital media and its ability to influence audience, client, and agency experiences, is considered. Each chapter has been
extensively revised, with new examples, the latest theoretical insights, and suggested reading materials. Each of the 22 chapters
also has a new case study, drawn from brands and agencies from around the world. Marketing Communications is recognised as
the authoritative text for professional courses such as The Chartered Institute of Marketing, and is supported by the Institute of
Practitioners in Advertising.
This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction for students and professionals who are studying English for business or
workplace communication and covers both spoken and written English. Based on up-to-date research in business communication
and incorporating an international range of real-world authentic texts, this book deals with the realities of communication in
business today. Key features of this book include: use of English in social media that reflects recent trends in business
communication; coverage of the concept of communicative competence; analysis of email communication; introduction to informal
English and English for socialisation as well as goodwill messages, such as thank you or appreciation messages, which are a part
of everyday interaction in the workplace; examination of persuasive messages and ways to understand such messages; an eresources website that includes authentic examples of different workplace genres and a reference section covering relevant
research studies and weblinks for readers to better understand the topics covered in each chapter. This book goes beyond the
traditional coverage of business English to provide a broad and practical textbook for those studying English in a workplace
setting.
The chief communication officer at a Fortune 500, multi-national corporation today faces the challenges of a rapidly changing
global economy, a revolution in communication channels fueled by the Internet, and a substantially transformed understanding of
what a 21st century corporation stands for. This book investigates these forces and the specific communication challenges that
they pose for the global corporation. Examining these forces and how they are interrelated should offer insights and strategies for
students of the corporate communication discipline and business leaders to help them deploy effective communication as a
strategic business asset in the contemporary global economy. This book focuses on the process of communication in a corporate
context; and explores, analyzes, integrates, and applies the theory, practice, and functions of corporate communication. The
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combination of a theoretical framework for understanding how these forces influence corporate communication with practical
guidelines for effective communication within this framework will also be of value to practitioners as well as students of the
communication discipline. Designed for the professional whose position requires the creation and management of an
organization's communications, this book applies strategic approaches to tactical written and oral communication, and includes a
particular emphasis on problem solving and analytical techniques appropriate to global corporate environments. Essential to
effective communication in corporate and organizational environments is the ability to understand and apply the concepts of
corporate communication as strategic management functions.
'Corporate Communications' provides the most up-to-date treatment of the subject, including the criticality of the function,
strategies and activities involved, and how it can be organized and managed properly.
Provides an international and management perspective on the field of corporate communication Corporate communication plays
an important role in higher-level management to help build and preserve a company’s reputation. This intangible yet valuable
asset determines the net worth of a company and affects the success of its operations. Corporate Communication: An
International and Management Perspective introduces readers to the broad environment of the modern extended organization and
provides an understanding of the globalization process. It describes how economic, political, and cultural features of a country
affect company decisions and communication and discusses various communication disciplines and practices that are employed in
programs and campaigns. This book addresses the key management issues of sustainability and technology and innovation. It
also emphasizes the importance of why corporate communication must be seen as a management function and not restricted to a
communication process. Presented in five parts, Corporate Communication offers comprehensive chapters covering: The Domain
of Corporate Communication; Strategic Application of Communication Practices; International Perspective; Key Management
Issues of Sustainability and Technology; and Corporate Communication Contribution to Management. The foundation of Corporate
Communication is public relations but also included is the entire range of communication practices and the contribution to
management decision making. Conceptualizes corporate communication as a strategic management function which helps
management recognize, adjust to, and construct policy related to global issues Emphasizes the critical role that corporate
communication plays in making corporate decisions and behaviors more socially responsible and sustainable Demonstrates how
corporate communication draws on public affairs, marketing and social media in its strategic planning Emphasizes the critical
importance of relationships to corporations and their effect on reputation Provides numerous examples of cases of global problems
and how corporations have responded to them Corporate Communication is intended for upper-level undergraduate and graduate
students in schools of communication and schools of business and management who want to extend their competence to the
global arena and to combine the various communication practices to design strategic programs and campaigns. Course titles
include corporate communication, international public relations, corporate public affairs, global marketing communication, global
corporate communication, and social media.
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In today’s online world, our professional image depends on our ability to communicate. Whether we’re communicating by email,
text, social media, written reports or presentations, how we use our words often determines how others view us. This book offers
tips and techniques that can improve anyone’s professional image. The author covers how to analyze multiple audiences and
strategies for communicating your message effectively for each; structuring your message for greatest readability and effect;
persuasion and tone; and how to face your own fears of writing. The content is delivered in a simple, clear style that reflects the
Zen approach of the title, perfect for both the entry-level employee and the seasoned executive.
The book defines and helps provide key solutions for some of the greatest leadership challenges facing global managers today.
Leadership Through the Screen is a business leadership guidebook that tells a story. Written in an easy-to-read manner, each
chapter highlights a single issue through the eyes of a fictional VP of marketing. The authors have done the research and included
it in these pages so that business leaders do not have to. This book is meant to serve as a map to help modern managers weave
their way through many of the fundamental challenges of leading people in a global and virtual realm. It provides the tools,
knowledge, and potential solutions these leaders can use to forge successful and productive virtual teams.
Reputation management is the most important theme in public relations and corporate communication today. John Doorley and
Helio Fred Garcia argue that most CEOs don't actually pay much heed to reputation and this is to their peril. This book is a how-to
guide for professionals and students in public relations and corporate communication, as well as for CEOs and other leaders. It
rests on the premise that reputation can be measured, monitored, and managed. Organized by corporate communication units
(media relations, employee communication, government relations, and investor relations, for example), the book provides a fieldtested guide to corporate reputation problems such as leaked memos, unfair treatment by the press, and negative rumors – and it
is this rare book that focuses on practical solutions. Each chapter is fleshed out with real-world experience by the authors and their
contributors who come from a wide range of professional corporate communication backgrounds. This new edition features new
and updated examples throughtout, two new chapters on social media and public relations consulting, a new textbox feature in
each chapter relating key communication theories to the practice of public relations and corporate communication, expanded
coverage of global issues, and a new Companion Website at: www.routledge.com/textbooks/doorley, featuring lecture materials
for instructors and extensive learning resources for students and professionals.
This lively and engaging new book addresses a topical and important area of study. Helping readers not only to understand, but
also to apply, the most important theoretical notions on identity, identification, reputation and corporate branding, it illustrates how
communicating with a company’s key audience depends upon all of the company’s internal and external communication. The
authors, leading experts in this field, provide students of corporate communication with a research-based tool box to be used for
effective corporate communications and creating a positive reputation. Essentials of Corporate Communication features original
examples and vignettes, drawn from a variety of US, European and Asian companies with a proven record of successful corporate
communication, thus offering readers best practice examples. Illustrations are drawn from such global companies as Virgin, IKEA,
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INVE and Lego. Presenting the most up-to-date content available it is a must-read for all those studying and working in this field.
A bold addition to existing literature, this book provides an excellent overview of corporate communication. Taking an
interdisciplinary approach, it offers readers the in-depth analysis required to truly understand corporate communication, corporate
strategy and corporate affairs as well as the relevant public relations issues. With a refreshing new approach to this topic, the
authors challenge reductionist views of corporate communication, providing persuasive evidence for the idea that without an
organizational communication strategy, there is no corporate strategy. Written by an impressive list of international authorities, the
text is well illustrated with contemporary case studies, drawing out the most pertinent best-practice outcomes of theoretically
based applications. Its four sections cover: national communication international communication image, identity and reputation
management the future for corporate communication theory and practice. This is an essential one-stop reference for all
academics, practitioners and students seeking to understand corporate communication and public relations.
Practical tools matched with recognizable work scenarios to help anyone address the most common workplace relationship issues.
This book provides students and professionals with practical answers to important career and communication questions, helping
them to communicate successfully in a business setting. Communication expert, Deirdre Breakenridge, examines the ways in
which professionals can make the most of their careers in a fast-changing media landscape, offering advice on how new and
seasoned executives can utilize and adapt to the latest modes of communication. The author breaks down the eight most critical
areas for professionals seeking to develop their communication skills, opening with essentials that will prove useful in any setting.
She then details the ways in which organizations can adapt to changes in technology and consumer behavior to improve
relationships, social media presence, and brand recognition. The easy to follow question–answer format walks readers through the
most pressing, confusing, and frequently asked questions about successful communication with plenty of advice and examples for
a better learning experience. Covering traditional business communication topics like partnerships and storytelling, the book also
includes material on digital and social media channels as well as a chapter on giving back as a mentor. "Experts Weigh In" boxes
feature advice from other top professionals, exposing the reader to multiple perspectives from the field. Grounded in decades of
experience, Answers for Modern Communicators will benefit all students getting ready to enter the workforce as well as
professionals looking to enhance their communication skills.
Toothpaste . . . disposable razors . . . security systems . . . farm equipment. Those products have one thing in comÂmon. Their
marketing messages emphasize technical features to drive sales. This book not only explains how technical product marketing is
unique, but also how to write and design promotional materials using: The Òbenefit of the benefitÓ to tell a marketing story; 3
ÒAsÓ every headline must achieve; 5 call-to-action options; Focal and emotional integration; Grids to design effective layouts;
Icons, indexes, and symbols for images; And much more! After reading this book, you'll be prepared for every asÂpect of technical
marketing-whether you want to oversee marketing creatives or earn extra money as a freelancer.
This handy guide to excellent business communications is perfect for anyone, whether preparing for a career, launching a career,
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or advancing in a career. Future savvy business professionals understand that every organization expects employees to be
exceptional business communicators and this book will get you there. Inside, the authors lead you through the most frequently
encountered business communication situations with a combined 30 years of marketing and communication experience. Their
success will give you very accessible, entertaining, and informative answers to your questions. Also included are real anecdotes
from business professionals from different industries.
""This book is not to be saved for the plane, read it well beforehand and take time to digest it."" -- John Clark, Gillette International
This book incorporates current thinking on corporate communication from both the academic and practitioner worlds, combining a
comprehensive theoretical foundation with practical guidance and insights to assist managers in their strategic and tactical
communication decisions. Rich case-study examples are provided from companies in the United States, the U.K., continental
Europe, South-East Asia, and Australia.
Get internal communications right in your organization and the benefits are clear: motivated staff, better financial performance, a
strong external reputation and delighted customers are just a few of the reasons why getting your message over to staff effectively
matters. Internal Communications explores what good practice in internal communications looks like, providing a no-nonsense,
step-by-step approach to devising an internal communications strategy. Written by experts with extensive experience as
consultants and in-house leaders in the private, public and not-for-profit sectors, Internal Communications covers how to build an
internal communications team and plan; devise messages and decide which channels to use; work with line managers and senior
leaders; research and evaluate internal communications and support change within an organization. Supported by easy to follow
models, example explanations of the core theory, and case studies, it provides students and internal communicators alike with the
practical tools and advice they need to make a difference in an organization. About the PR in Practice series: Published in
collaboration with the Chartered Institute of Public Relations (CIPR), the PR in Practice series comprises accessible, practical
introductions to day-to-day issues of public relations practice and management. The series' action-oriented approach keeps
knowledge and skills up to date.
With recent changes in technology, media, and the communication landscape, the journey to ethics has become more complicated
than ever before. This book aims to answer ethical questions, from applying ethics and sound judgment through your organization
and communication channels to taking your ethics and values into every media interview. With the understanding of how personal
and professional ethics align, business leaders, managers, and students will maneuver their way around this new landscape
showcasing their values in ethical conduct. This book is divided into eight important areas based on where and why a breakdown
in ethical behavior is likely to occur, and delivers advice from experts on the frontlines of business communications who know what
it means to face the inherent changes and challenges in this field. With more than 80 questions and answers focused on guiding
marketing, PR and business professionals, readers will uncover situations where ethics are challenged, and their values will be
tested. This straightforward Q&A guidebook is for professionals who realize ethics are a crucial part of decision-making in their
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communications and who want to maintain trust with the public and their positive brand reputations in business. Readers will
receive answers to pressing ethical questions to help them apply best practice guidelines and good judgment in their own
situations, based on the stories, theories, and practical instruction from the author’s 30 years of experience as well as the thought
leaders featured in this book.
Corporate Communication: A Marketing Viewpoint offers an overview of the framework, key concepts, strategies and techniques
from a unique marketing perspective. While other textbooks are limited to a managerial or PR perspective, this book provides a
complete, holistic overview of the many ways communication can add value to an organization. Step by step, this text introduces
the main concepts of the field, including discipline and function frameworks, corporate identity, corporate and employer branding,
corporate social responsibility, stakeholder management, storytelling, corporate associations, identification, commitment and
acceptability. In order to help reinforce key learning points, grasp the essential facts and digest and retain information, the text
offers a comprehensive pedagogy, including: chapter summaries; a list of key words and concepts; case studies and questions at
the end of each chapter. Principles are illustrated through a wealth of real life examples, drawn from a variety of big, small, global
and local companies such as BMW Group, Hidria, Lego, Mercator, Krka, Barilla, Domino's Pizza, Gorenje, Si Mobil, BP, HarleyDavidson and Coca-Cola. This exciting new textbook is essential reading for all professional corporate marketing and
communication executives, as well as undergraduate and postgraduate students of marketing and public relations, not to mention
managers who need a complete and accurate view of this increasingly important subject.
What is internal communication? What role does it play in contemporary organizations? What are the consequences of
malfunctioning internal communication? There are many aspects of internal communication – work related, social, formal, informal,
vertical, horizontal, between coworkers, between coworkers and managers, communication before and under organizational
changes, internal crisis communications and so forth. We think of different forms of communication channels such as intranet, staff
magazines, electronic billboards and internal television. This book interconnects these different parts and emphasizes the strategic
value and importance of internal communication. We understand internal communication as an unused capital with a large
potential for organizational success. Further, we understand internal communication as a basic prerequisite of organizations that is
performed by all members of an organization – managers, coworkers and communication professionals. Traditionally, there has
been too much emphasis on the work and function of communication professionals when internal communication is discussed, but
most of the communication value is actually produced by managers and coworkers. However, communication professionals are
the communication experts in organizations that strategically facilitate the organization. This book is based on a cooperation
between Susanne Dahlman, senior communication consultant, and Mats Heide, Professor in Strategic Communication at Lund
University. Hence, this book has a unique approach that covers both practical and academic aspects of internal communication.
This book is a response to the demand for a book that covers the strategic aspects of internal communication in practice, and as
such is ideal reading for both practitioners and advanced students.
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Praise for the first and second editions: "The Copyeditor's Handbook brims with valuable information, good advice, and
helpful suggestions for novice copyeditors and experienced practitioners. It is comforting to know that current and future
copyeditors will be able to turn to this handbook. I'm placing this work, which fills a huge gap in the literature, right beside
my dictionary, and will highly recommend it to all my colleagues and students." —Alice Levine, Lecturer, The Denver
Publishing Institute, and freelance editor "A definite 'must have' for the beginning to intermediate editor or author, and
even the experienced editor. An indispensable reference tool." —Kim Hawley, President, The Chicago Book Clinic "This is
the book that every teacher of editing has been waiting for: thorough, clear, authoritative, up-to-date, and sane." —Beth
Luey, Director, Scholarly Publishing Program, Arizona State University "This book warms the cockles of the copyediting
heart. It is thorough, useful, helpful, and smart. And it fills a huge vacuum." —Constance Hale, author of Sin and Syntax
and Wired Style "An excellent resource. The Copyeditor's Handbook should sit on every business editor's shelf, next to
the in-house style guide." —Erika Henik, Research Publications Manager, Banc of America Securities LLC "The first three
chapters alone are worth the cover price. It's a book that acknowledges an assortment of vexing copyediting questions
and offers multiple answers to most of them."—Gary Hernandez, Technical Communication "An excellent textbook to
teach the essentials of copyediting. An excellent reference work for workplace writing."—Mark Armstrong, Business
Communication Quarterly "Straightforward, sound advice for beginning or intermediate copyeditors working with pencil or
online."—Priscilla S. Taylor, The Editorial Eye "Lays out the copyeditor's obligations with humor, style, and
perspective."—Walter Pagel, Science Editor
Communication is key to success in every aspect of life and ever so in a competitive business environment. This book
examines managerial communication from seminal theoretical and demonstrative vantage points through interdisciplinary
amalgamation of sciences and the liberal arts. It presents new paradigms of managerial communication in the form of
manoeuvres that can act as game changers in tug-of-war business situations, including difficult negotiations, conflicts
and interpersonal dissonance that characterise the day-to-day corporate workplace tenor. This volume: Develops
persuasion strategies based on argumentation tactics derived, for example, from legal cross-examination. Introduces
‘problematisation’ and ‘deconstruction’ as effective communication tools into mainstream managerial discourse.
Employs Harvard Business School cases to demonstrate problem-solving skills, which will further serve as guide to
writing business reports, plans and proposals. Positions business writing methods as taxonomical tenets that can help
tackle complex business scenarios. Draws business diagnostic procedures from diverse fields such as Sherlock Holmes
from popular culture, and Jared M. Diamond from ecology. This book will be a significant resource for business
communication practitioners, especially corporate managers and leaders, sales and marketing professionals, and
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policymakers. It will be of interest to teachers and students alike, in business communication, organization behaviour,
human resource management and marketing communications. It will act as a useful aid for classroom efficacy for
teachers and academics.
In today's aggressive marketplace, listed companies can no longer rely on their numbers to do the talking. If companies
can't communicate their achievements and strategy, mounting research evidence suggests, they will be overlooked, their
cost of capital will increase and stock price will suffer. In Strategic Financial and Investor Communication: the stock price
story Ian Westbrook, principal of Australia's leading independent financial communications firm, argues just this: stock
price is more a story than a number. Moreover, the book will teach you how to tell your own story by guiding you through
the fast-paced world of financial corporate communication with a professional's pragmatism as well as academic rigour.
Whether you're a student or a professional of PR, investor relations or corporate communications, this much-needed
guide will teach you how to tell a compelling story about your company that the stockbroker, fund manager and corporate
media cannot ignore.
With the latest insights from the world of communication studies into the nature of corporate reputation, this new addition
to Wiley-Blackwell’s series of handbooks on communication and media reflects the growing visibility of large
businesses’ ethical profiles, and tracks the benefits that positive public attitudes can bring. Serves as the definitive
research collection for a fast-growing field featuring contributions by key international scholars Brings together state-ofthe-art communication studies insights on corporate reputation Identifies and addresses the lacunae in the research
literature Applies new theoretical frameworks to corporate reputation
Corporate Communication, 6th Edition shows readers the importance of creating a coordinated corporate communication
system, and describes how organizations benefit from important strategies and tools to stay ahead of the competition.
Throughout the book, cases and examples of company situations relate to the chapter material. These cases provide
readers with the opportunity to participate in real decisions that managers had to make on a variety of real problems.
Featuring real-world examples and case studies from leading organizations such as SONY, Coke, GE and Martha
Stewart, this book tackles key topics, including: how to leverage the organization's image; how to get your message to
shareholders; and how to manage the media.
The Third Edition of this market-leading text has been updated and expanded with contemporary case material and more
detailed coverage of the main topics and trends in corporate communication. New to the Third Edition: - New chapters on
strategic planning and campaign management, research and measurement and CSR and community relations - Greatly
expanded coverage of key areas: internal communication, leadership and change Communication, issues management,
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crisis communication and corporate branding - Other topics to receive new coverage include: public affairs, social media,
internal branding and issues of globalization. - New and up-to-date international case studies, including new full-length
case studies and vignettes included throughout the chapters. - Further reading and new questions-for-reflection will
provide the reader with a means to challenge and further their understanding of each of the topics in the book. - Online
teaching material for lecturers and students including: instructors manual, PowerPoint slides and new international case
studies of varied length, SAGE Online journal readings, videos, online glossary and web links Praise for the Second
Edition: "This is a must-have reference book for Chief Executives, Finance Directors, Corporate Communicators and Nonexecutive Directors in this "involve me" era of stakeholder engagement and corporate communications. How I wish I had
had this book on my desk as a Chief Reputation Officer!" - Mary Jo Jacobi, Former Chief Reputation Officer of HSBC
Holdings, Lehman Brothers and Royal Dutch Shell 'This is a comprehensive and scholarly analysis of corporate
communications. It will offer students and practitioners alike a considerable aid to study and understanding which will
stand the test of time in a fast changing business' - Ian Wright, Corporate Relations Director, Diageo
Corporate communication is a dynamic interplay of complementary and often competing orientations: unity and variety,
consistency, and creativity. This title offers a coherent, integrative approach by examining the topic and tasks from the
framework of the Competing Values Perspective. This perspective allows for the exploration of corporate communication
as a unified, highly interdependent function.
The chief communication officer at a Fortune 500 multinational corporation today faces the challenges of a rapidly changing global
economy, a revolution in communications channels fueled by the Internet, and a substantially transformed understanding of what a
21st-century corporation stands for. This book provides an accessible framework for describing these forces and the specific
communication challenges that they have thrown at the global corporation. The text reviews the evolution of society's response to
the development of the modern company and the corporate communication practices that grew up in response to it, as well as
examining the impact of globalization, Web 2.0 and the networked enterprise on current corporate relationships with key
stakeholders such as customers, employees, shareholders, communities and regulators. In examining these forces and how they
are interwoven, the authors offer insights and strategies for deploying effective communication as a strategic business asset in
today's global economy. Designed for the advanced student of corporate communication, the book contains updated guidelines for
the management of investor relations, community relations and other corporate relationships in the age of social media. Specific
recommendations for how to organize and execute effective communication for the contemporary practioner working in the
communication field are also provided. "Goodman and Hirsch's book is essential reading for corporate communications
executives. Insightful and practical, it will help them become better counselors to their CEOs, better partners with their C-suite
colleagues, and better leaders of their own organizations." Dick Martin, Executive Vice President, AT&T (retired); Author, Secrets
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of the Marketing Masters "In situating corporate communication issues and practices within the context of globalization, rapid
technological change, and the networked organization, Goodman and Hirsch offer readers a compelling and necessary discussion
of the forces influencing corporate communication, and they utilize a host of contemporary examples to do so. This book is a must
read for researchers and practitioners interested in business, corporate communication, corporate social responsibility (CSR), and
environment society governance (ESG) on the global stage. Goodman and Hirsch encourage us all to think carefully about what
effective corporate communication should look like in the 21st century." Stacey L. Connaughton, Associate Professor, Department
of Communication, Purdue University "In today's global environment, there is no function within a major corporation more
important than what is commonly called corporate communication. This new book, Corporate Communication: Strategic
Adaptation for Global Practice, written by Goodman and Hirsch, supports that conclusion with comprehensive and convincing
evidence. Large companies cannot succeed today without successfully managing relationships with their key constituencies in the
context of what is desired by those constituencies. Previously, only the CEO him or herself has been in a position to view all of
those audiences with a balanced view of what is ethical and correct behavior. The fully developed corporate communication
function of today has evolved to work side by side with the CEO and Boards of Directors. The function not only influences what
and how a company speaks, but also how it acts. The Goodman/Hirsch book makes that case more strongly than any text written
in the past. It should be must reading for not only the professional communicator but for all CEOs and Boards of Directors to see
the unique and priceless value the corporate communication function can bring to the corporate table today." James E. Murphy,
Retired Chief Marketing and Communications Officer of Accenture; Chairman & CEO of Murphy & Co. "Goodman and Hirsch
capture not only the theory and organization of corporate communication, but its true heart and soul, even as they show you how
to ground this practice in a wholly changed and changing world." Raymond C. Jordan, Corporate Vice President Public Affairs &
Corporate Communications, Johnson & Johnson
This book is an essential guide for anyone who wishes to develop successful business communication. It provides authentic and
memorable workplace scenarios where learners become English communicators when solving authentic problems doing business
together. The book aims to help learners: Use authentic workplace materials to solve problems using English Understand how
language can be used as a lingua franca effectively when communicating Understand how intertextuality between shared spoken
and written texts drives communication Improve communicative performance in spoken and written texts Become familiar with the
communication realities of workplaces that are becoming increasingly technology driven and globalised This book will help
learners become better equipped with communication strategies through its real life applicable and skills-based examples and will
be a useful reference in the digital age.
Praise for The IABC Handbook of Organizational Communication "Looking to expand your professional abilities? Learn new skills?
Or hone your area of expertise? This book delivers an amazing and practical study of our profession—and a guidebook for strategic
communication best practices. The Handbook explores the many aspects of our profession with expert insights of the best of the
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best in communication."—John Deveney, ABC, APR, president, Deveney Communication "Chalk up a win for Team IABC. Editor
Tamara Gillis has assembled a winning lineup of the best communicators to compile this useful, readable Handbook. Not another
how-to-do-it tactical manual, this volume draws from theory and global best practices to explain the strategic reasons behind
modern communication. A must-read for anyone interested in understanding the communication profession and a useful desktop
companion to the professional communicator's dictionary and style guide."—William Briggs, IABC Fellow and director, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University "It is a real pleasure to read this latest version. It presents a
sound, research-based foundation on communication—its importance to organizations, why the function must be strategic, and
what it takes to get it right."—John G. Clemons, ABC, APR, corporate director of community relations, Raytheon "All myths about
organizational communicators being brainwashed, biased corporate journalists are out the window. This stellar compendium from
dozens of authors, researchers, and editors of high professional stature is timely and forward-thinking. Communication students
particularly will benefit from understanding the complex disciplines that intertwine and drive effective organizational
communication."—Barbara W. Puffer, ABC, president, Puffer Public Relations Strategies, and associate professor and course chair,
Communications Studies and Professional Writing, University of Maryland University College
Research shows that 90 percent of a project manager’s time is spent communicating with various stakeholders. This book offers
strategies that enhance communication throughout the project cycle and describes innovative techniques for bridging cultural
gaps, increasing understanding, and ensuring project success.
This book serves as an easy-to-read, up-to-date practical guide on professional corporate communication. The key market for this
book is the Asia-Pacific region, mainly because there is a gap in know-how in corporate communication among many industry
sectors. In addition, at present, one cannot find a lot of educational literature about corporate communication in the market.
Therefore, this guidebook closes that gap. In Asia, companies are starting to realize the importance of corporate communication in
all areas (external and internal corporate communication, crisis communication (Example: TEPCO) and political communication /
government relations / lobbying). This is triggered not only by the recent high profile and success of targeted (political)
communication in the USA, but also by the notorious export-orientation of many Asian companies and their increasingly multinational orientation (fostered by M&A and foreign investments). In addition, the increasing importance of online communication
and digital/social media is an important reason why existing guidebooks on corporate communication have to be reassessed and
modernized. This book focuses on all major aspects of modern corporate communication, including online / digital communication,
and covers new developments, such as “fake news”, “post-truths”, “political correctness”, “the art of bridging” and other new
phenomena in the world of (corporate) communication. Simple cartoon-style drawings supplement the text in order to facilitate
reading and learning. Corporate communication professional, as well as students and professors in business/management
programs, will be given tools to effectively and successfully plan and implement corporate communication strategies and tactics in
all major areas.
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Written specifically for students interested in knowing more about the organizational and management context of communications,
and to get more hands-on learning, practical experience and skills to help them get off to a flying start in their career, this book is a
guide to corporate communication that will help students and practitioners navigate the area, understand the main theories and put
these into practice through examples and case studies. Academically grounded, it covers the key concepts, principles and models
within corporate communication by bringing together academic knowledge and insights from the subject areas of management and
communication. At the same time, it combines this academic base with a clear practical outlook – practical cases illustrate the
theory and each chapter also focuses on models and exercises that equip students with practical expertise and skills. The
international scope of the book, featuring cases from around the globe has been instrumental in its success and has now been
used by nearly 20,000 students across over 50 different countries from New York to Helsinki, Tokyo to Rio de Janeiro for students
studying Corporate Communication, Organizational Communication, PR and Marketing Communications and as an invaluable
source for reflective practitioners. The new fourth edition has been revised and updated with new cases and covers developments
is areas such as reputation management, leadership communication and CSR communication. It features: A new chapter on social
media and increased coverage of new media in existing chapters New up-to-date material on emerging CSR standards,
transnational governance and corporate citizenship Extended focus on media relations, internal communications and leadership
and change communication New full-length and shorter international case studies Enhanced companion website material including
new case studies and video material available on publication at www.sagepub.co.uk/cornelissen4e
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